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Trade Unionism At the Cross Roads
By W. McLaine (England)

The trade unions exist because between those 2 What We Are Attacking
who own the means of wealth production and The individual employer with one small fact-thos- e

who have nothing to sell but their power to 0ry, employing a small number of workers, gave

labour, and are forced to sell that to the highest place to the large employer who in turn has been

bidder in order that they shall live, there is a per- - in great measure displaced by the trust, the
petual conflict of economic interests, which man- - combine and the great association. So interwoven
ifests itself in the workshop, mine and factory, is the fabric of capitalist society to-da- y that it is

This conflict is most clearly seen in those places practically impossible for us to say where one

where wealth is produced, because the desire of industry begins and another leaves off, just as it

the employer for a greater profit, which can only is impossible for us to separate one armament
be gained at the expense of the workers' energy, firm or railway company from another, because,
leads him continually to make attempts to take it in spite of their apparent separate identity, they
out of his employees either by "speeding up-- " or are in a large number of cases branches or sub-b- y

wage reductions. On the other hand, the work- - sidiary concerns one of the other, interdependent,
ers desire and strive to obtain as great a return interlocked, welded together, one and indivisible,
for the expenditure of a given amount of energy The employing class tends to draw closer together
as they possibly can. The conflict of the workshop and to become more despotic in character. The
is reflected in all the walks of social life. In pol- - middle class the shopkeepers, doctors, lawyers,
itics the master class dominates and uses the etc., as industry becomes more centralised, are
machinery of the State, including in the last resort being crowded out and each in turn becomes the
the armed forces, to prevent the workers from employee either of a multiple shop concern, a

securing any. appreciable advantages that eircum- - limited liability company, or the State. The means
stances might favour their obtaining. In the edu- - of production are now so highly developed and so

cational sphere the workers' children are shut out costly, entailing vast aggregations of capital be-fro-
m

parcipating in the delights of continued fore they can be procured and set in motion, that
study, and are supplied with just sufficient know-- it is impossible for either workers or small mid-led- ge

of the elements of education as will enable die class men to become their own employers or to

them to function as workers in office or factory be free from dependence upon the holders of mass-o- r

warehouse. In the Press, we note how the eco- - ed capital. Side by side with the divorcement of
nomic struggle is distorted, and how the workers the workers from all ownership or control of the
are made to appear to be unreasoning animals means of life, has grown up also the separation
making demands which if conceded would put an of the capitalists from active participation in in-e- nd

to the cosmic scheme. The Press that, when a dustrial direction or management. The latter func-strik- e

takes place, calls for "a whiff of grape- - tions now devolve upon salaried managers and
shot" to be used against the strikers, is but re-- directors, some of them members of the working
fleeting "the wish that is father to the thought" class, and others middle class men whose inde-i- n

the minds of the owners of the land and factor- - pendent positions have been undermined by eco-ie- s,

and their desire that they shall be confirmed nomic developmet and who have become workers
in their ownership, and that the workers shall on now in fullest sense of the term. The lack of abil-n- o

account be permitted to claim any "place in ity on the part of the capitalist class to manage
the sun.' or direct is clearly seen when we contemplate the

The Trade Unions must develop into attack- - appalling ineptitude of the "business men" con-

ing bodies, therefore, because they are the organ- - trailers who now govern us, and who have been
ized expression of the workers' partial recognition unable either to conirol or to do anything other
of the fact of the class struggle, and that the than make confusion worse confounded. The work-bas- is

of the capitalist system of wealth production ing class becomes each day more definitely a pro-i- s

the exploitation of the workers, that makes pertyless class, and the gulf between the two class-econom- ic

organisation necessary. es has been widened by, amongst other things,


